Open enrolment has begun for International Workshop of Architecture and Landscape RCR Architects, organized by Bunka Foundation.

The next VI Edition of the workshop will take place from Saturday August 3rd until Friday August 30th. Inscriptions will be opened to architecture students attending their final year, to professional architects and to other practitioners and professionals of different creative disciplines. The workshop activities will mainly take place in Espai Barberí, an antique artistic foundry renovated by RCR Arquitectes where their atelier is located.

During the workshop the participants will have the opportunity to experience a direct contact with RCR Arquitectes, with their vision of architecture and with the enchanting surrounding landscape where the roots of RCR works are settled. The workshop is organized in three parts, the Creative Atelier, the Ideas Lab and the Trips to know the RCR work. The projects will be openly presented to guests and collaborators invited to the correction. During these presentations the opportunity to consult geologist, ecologist and people involved in different local institutions will be given.

Together with the architectural and landscape workshop, other Cultural and Creative Activities have been programmed in order to make Espai Barberí a place where different cultural and humanistic disciplines merge together.

In August 2012, fifty students and architects of sixteen different countries travelled to Olot to participate in the workshop, converting it in a lively experience of mutual interchange.

The invited lecturers in the cycle of conferences during the Ideas Lab of 2012 were Josep Maria Montaner (architecture critic), Iñaki Alday y Margarita Jover (architects), Hisao Suzuki (photographer), Fuensanta Nieto y Enrique Sobejano (architects), Antoni Blázquez (structural architect), Maurici Ginés (lighting design) and Antoni Falcón (landscape expert).
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